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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
____________
BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
____________
Ex parte TOM MIGLIS, JOSEF SANIGA, and PUNEET JAIN
____________
Appeal 2018-008504
Application 12/608,736
Technology Center 3600
____________

Before CARL W. WHITEHEAD JR., BARBARA A. BENOIT, and
MICHAEL M. BARRY, Administrative Patent Judges.
BARRY, Administrative Patent Judge.

DECISION ON APPEAL 1
Appellant2 appeals under 35 U.S.C. § 134(a) from the Examiner’s
rejection of claims 19, 22–24, 27, 29, 33, and 36, which are all of the
pending claims. See Non-Final 1 and Appeal Br. 32–39 (Claims App’x)
(identifying that claims 1–18 and 37 have been withdrawn and that claims

1

Our Decision refers to the Specification (“Spec.”) and Figures (“Figs.”)
filed Oct. 29, 2009, Non-Final Office Action (“Non-Final”) mailed Sept. 28,
2017, Appeal Brief (“Appeal Br.”) filed Feb. 28, 2018, Answer (“Ans.”
mailed June 26, 2018, and Reply Brief (“Reply Br.”) filed Aug. 27, 2018.
2
We use “Appellant” to refer to the “applicant” as defined in 37 C.F.R.
§ 1.42. Appellant identifies the real party in interest as “Citadel LLC, which
is associated with KCG IP Holdings LLC.” Appeal Br. 4.
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20, 21, 25, 26, 28, 30–32, 34, 35, and 38 have been cancelled). We have
jurisdiction under 35 U.S.C. § 6(b).
We AFFIRM.
Introduction
Appellant describes its patent application as “relat[ing] generally to
computing systems and more specifically to a computing system for
migrating bilaterally-negotiated derivative positions to standard contracts.”
Spec. ¶ 2. In discussing the background to the invention, Appellant states
that “the actual market value of such derivative contracts is difficult to gauge
with respect to other similar contracts,” which “makes trading or exchanging
existing bilateral derivative contracts difficult to implement and unattractive
to buyers external to the originating parties.” Id. ¶ 4. “Accordingly, there is
generally a need for a mechanism of converting bilaterally negotiated
derivative contracts into standard contracts. Id. ¶ 5 (“Such standardized
contracts would be easier to valuate, net, and trade[,] e.g., on an exchange or
via an[] RFQ facility.”).
Claim 19 is representative:
19. A computer program product, comprising a nontransitory computer usable medium having a computer readable
program code embodied therein, said computer readable
program code adapted to be executed, by a migration platform
comprising at least one server, to implement a method of
converting a non-standard credit default swap (CDS) contract
into standardized CDS contracts, the method comprising:
receiving electronically, at the migration platform via a
first SFTP connection, a nonstandard CDS contract, wherein
the non-standard CDS contract includes at least an initial
notional amount and an initial coupon rate;

2
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converting, by the migration platform utilizing a
migration utility via an application programming interface
(API), the non-standard CDS contract into a first standardized
CDS contract and a second standardized CDS contract,
including i) assigning a first coupon rate to the first
standardized CDS contract and a second coupon rate to the
second standardized CDS contract, and ii) determining a first
notional amount for the first standardized CDS contract and a
second notional amount for the second standardized CDS
contract, such that
a sum of the first notional amount and the second
notional amount is equal to the initial notional amount,
and
a sum of the first notional amount multiplied by
the first coupon rate and the second notional amount
multiplied by the second coupon rate is equal to the
initial notional amount multiplied by the initial coupon
rate; and
providing the first standardized CDS contract and the
second standardized CDS contract to a clearing entity via a
second SFTP connection.
Appeal Br. 32 (Claims App’x).
References and Rejections 3
The Examiner rejected all pending claims under 35 U.S.C. § 101 as
directed to an abstract idea, without reciting significantly more. Non-Final
10–13.
The Examiner rejected claims 19, 23, 24, 29, and 33 under 35 U.S.C.
§ 103 as obvious in view of the combined teachings of Rio et al. (US 2008/
0183615 A1; July 31, 2008) (“Rio”), Solving Systems of Linear Equations
and Inequalities pp. 366–405 (Chapter 7) (available from Public PAIR,
3

In response to Appellant’s arguments in the Appeal Brief, the Examiner
withdrew a rejection of claims 19, 22–24, 27, 29, 33, 36, and 27
3
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https://portal.uspto.gov/pair/PublicPair (last accessed Dec. 16, 2019))
(“Study Guide”), and CQG: Trading with CQG (available from PAIR or
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/data/Trading_with_CQG.pdf (last
accessed Dec. 16, 2019)) (“CGQ”). Ans. 3–9; see also Non-Final 14–19.4
The Examiner rejected claims 22, 27, and 36 under § 103 as obvious
over the combined teachings of Rio, Study Guide, CGQ, and Applicant
Admitted Prior Art (“AAPA”). Ans. 9–10; see also Non-Final 19–21.
ANALYSIS
A.

The § 101 Rejection

For the § 101 rejection, Appellant argues all claims together based on
claim 19, making it representative for all pending claims for this rejection.
Appeal Br. 8–16; 37 C.F.R. § 41.37(c)(1)(iv)
1. § 101 General Legal Framework and the USPTO Guidance
An invention is patent-eligible if it claims a “new and useful process,
machine, manufacture, or composition of matter.” 35 U.S.C. § 101. The
Supreme Court, however, has long interpreted 35 U.S.C. § 101 to include
implicit exceptions: “[l]aws of nature, natural phenomena, and abstract
ideas” are not patentable. Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank Int’l, 573 U.S.
208, 216 (2014) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted).
In determining whether a claim falls within an excluded category, we
are guided by the Supreme Court’s two-step framework, described in Mayo
and Alice. Id. at 217–18 (citing Mayo Collaborative Servs. v. Prometheus

4

The Examiner’s Answer issued a New Grounds of Rejection under § 103
that supersedes the § 103 rejection in the Non-Final, which cited the Rio and
Study Guide references but did not cite the CGQ reference.
4
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Labs., Inc., 566 U.S. 66, 75–77 (2012)). In accordance with that framework,
we first determine what concept the claim is “directed to.” See Alice, 573
U.S. at 219 (“On their face, the claims before us are drawn to the concept of
intermediated settlement, i.e., the use of a third party to mitigate settlement
risk.”); see also Bilski v. Kappos, 561 U.S. 593, 611 (2010) (“Claims 1 and 4
in petitioners’ application explain the basic concept of hedging, or protecting
against risk.”). Concepts determined to be abstract ideas, and, thus, patent
ineligible, include certain methods of organizing human activity such as
fundamental economic practices (Alice, 573 U.S. at 219–20; Bilski, 561 U.S.
at 611); mathematical formulas (Parker v. Flook, 437 U.S. 584, 594–95
(1978)); and mental processes (Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 U.S. 63, 69
(1972)). Concepts determined to be patent eligible include physical and
chemical processes, such as “molding rubber products” in Diamond v.
Diehr, 450 U.S. 175, 191 (1981).
If the claim is “directed to” an abstract idea, we turn to the second
step of the Alice and Mayo framework, where “we must examine the
elements of the claim to determine whether it contains an ‘inventive
concept’ sufficient to ‘transform’ the claimed abstract idea into a
patent-eligible application.” Alice, 573 U.S. at 221 (internal citation
omitted). “A claim that recites an abstract idea must include ‘additional
features’ to ensure ‘that the [claim] is more than a drafting effort designed to
monopolize the [abstract idea].’” Id. (alterations in original) (quoting Mayo,
566 U.S. at 77). “[M]erely requir[ing] generic computer implementation[]
fail[s] to transform that abstract idea into a patent-eligible invention.” Id.
After the docketing of this Appeal, the Office published revised
guidance on the application of § 101. 2019 Revised Patent Subject Matter

5
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Eligibility Guidance, 84 Fed. Reg. 50–57 (Jan. 7, 2019) (“Guidance”); see
also USPTO October 2019 Update: Subject Matter Eligibility (Oct. 17,
2019). Under the Guidance, we first look, in step one of the Alice/Mayo
analysis, to whether the claim recites:
(1) any judicial exceptions, including certain groupings of
abstract ideas (i.e., mathematical concepts, certain methods of
organizing human activity such as a fundamental economic
practice, or mental processes) (“prong one”); and
(2) additional elements that integrate the judicial exception
into a practical application (“prong two”) (see MPEP
§ 2106.05(a)–(c), (e)–(h)). 5
See Guidance, 84 Fed. Reg. at 52–55. Only if a claim (1) recites a judicial
exception and (2) does not integrate that exception into a practical
application, do we then look to whether the claim adds “significantly more”
under step two of the Alice/Mayo analysis, i.e., whether the claim:
(3) adds a specific limitation beyond the judicial exception that
are not “well-understood, routine, conventional” in the field
(see MPEP § 2106.05(d)); or simply appends well-understood,
routine, conventional activities previously known to the
industry, specified at a high level of generality, to the judicial
exception.
See Guidance, 84 Fed. Reg. at 56.
2. Alice/Mayo Step One, Guidance Step 2A, Prong One
We begin our analysis under prong one of step 2A by determining
whether, under the broadest reasonable interpretation, the claims recite a
patent-ineligible concept. For our prong one analysis we put aside the claim
recitations that: (1) the method is part of “[a] computer program product,
comprising a non-transitory computer usable medium having a computer
5

All references to the MPEP are to the 9th Ed, Rev. 08.2017 (Jan. 2018).
6
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readable program code embodied therein, said computer readable program
code adapted to be executed, by a migration platform comprising at least one
server,” (2) the receiving step is performed “electronically, at the migration
platform via a first SFTP connection,” (3) the converting step is performed
“by the migration platform utilizing a migration utility via an application
programming interface (API),” and (4) the step of providing standardized
CDS contracts to a clearing entity is “via a second SFTP connection.” We
consider these claim elements (individually and in combination both with
themselves and with the remaining claim limitation) in our analyses under
prong two and Alice/ Mayo step two (Guidance Step 2B) below.
Claim 1 recites “[a]method of converting a non-standard credit-default
swap (CDS) contract into standardized CDS contracts” that requires:
[1] receiving . . . a nonstandard CDS contract, wherein
the non-standard CDS contract includes at least an initial
notional amount and an initial coupon rate;
[2] converting . . . the non-standard CDS contract into a
first standardized CDS contract and a second standardized CDS
contract, including i) assigning a first coupon rate to the first
standardized CDS contract and a second coupon rate to the
second standardized CDS contract, and ii) determining a first
notional amount for the first standardized CDS contract and a
second notional amount for the second standardized CDS
contract, such that
a sum of the first notional amount and the second
notional amount is equal to the initial notional amount,
and
a sum of the first notional amount multiplied by
the first coupon rate and the second notional amount
multiplied by the second coupon rate is equal to the
initial notional amount multiplied by the initial coupon
rate; and

7
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[3] providing the first standardized CDS contract and the
second standardized CDS contract to a clearing entity.
Collectively, the foregoing limitations recite the idea of (1) receiving
a nonstandard credit default swap contract, (2) standardizing it (based on a
particular algorithm), and then (3) providing the standardized results. The
first and third steps—receiving the nonstandard contract document and
providing the corresponding standardized contract documents—encompass
the human action of receiving and providing such documents. As the
Guidance explains, limitations that encompass such actions are abstract
because they are in the category of certain methods of organizing human
activities (e.g., activities for “commercial or legal interactions (including
agreements in the form of contracts[)]” and “managing . . . interactions
between people”). 84 Fed. Reg. at 52.
The second (i.e., “converting”) step is also abstract, because it
essentially recites a mathematical algorithm. Id. (see esp. n.12); see also
Parker v. Flook, 437 U.S. 584, 595 (1978) (“[I]f a claim is directed
essentially to a method of calculating, using a mathematical formula, even if
the solution is for a specific purpose, the claimed method is nonstatutory.”
(Quoting In re Richman, 563 F.2d 1026, 1030 (CCPA 1977)). Alternatively,
the limitations of the converting step are abstract because a person can
perform them using only pen and paper. Guidance, 84 Fed. Reg. at 52 (see
esp. nn. 14, citing, inter alia, Versata Dev. Grp. v. SAP Am., Inc., 793 F.3d
1306, 1335 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (“Courts have examined claims that required the
use of a computer and still found that the underlying, patent-ineligible
invention could be performed via pen and paper or in a person’s mind.”)).
That the idea recited by claim 1 has components that fall into different
(or multiple) abstract idea categories does not affect our determination here.
8
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“Adding one abstract idea . . . to another abstract idea . . . does not render the
claim non-abstract.” RecogniCorp, LLC v. Nintendo Co. LTD., 855 F.3d
1322, 1327 (Fed. Cir. 2017); see also FairWarning IP, LLC v. Iatric Sys.,
Inc., 839 F.3d 1089, 1093–94 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (patent-ineligible claims were
directed to a combination of abstract ideas).
Because claim 1 recites an abstract idea, we proceed to prong two of
step 2A of the Guidance, to determine whether claim 1 integrates the recited
idea into a practical application). See Guidance, 84 Fed. Reg. at 54.
3. Alice/Mayo Step One, Guidance Step 2A, Prong Two
To determine whether this judicial exception is integrated into a
practical application, we identify whether there are “any additional elements
recited in the claim beyond the judicial exception(s)” and evaluate those
elements to determine whether they integrate the judicial exception into a
practical application. Guidance, 84 Fed. Reg. at 54–55 (emphasis added);
see also MPEP § 2106.05(a)–(c), (e)–(h).
Here, as additional elements, claim 19 recites high level computer
system components. As identified in supra note 5, the additional elements in
claim 1 beyond those that describe the abstract idea are that: (1) the method
is part of “[a] computer program product, comprising a non-transitory
computer usable medium having a computer readable program code
embodied therein, said computer readable program code adapted to be
executed, by a migration platform comprising at least one server,” (2) the
receiving step is performed “electronically, at the migration platform via a
first SFTP connection,” (3) the converting step is performed “by the
migration platform utilizing a migration utility via an application
programming interface (API),” and (4) the step of providing standardized

9
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CDS contracts to a clearing entity is “via a second SFTP connection.”
Although these computer-related recitations add a certain level of specificity
to the claim, they do not constitute an improvement to “the functioning of
the computer itself” or “any other technology or technical field;” rather, they
constitute use of generic technology components for automating
performance of the abstract idea. See MPEP § 2106.05(a) (quoting Alice,
573 U.S. at 225). We find no indication in the Specification, nor does
Appellant direct us to any indication, that the operations recited by the
claims invoke any inventive programming, require any specialized computer
hardware or other inventive computer components (i.e., a particular
machine), or that the claimed invention is implemented using other than
generic computer components to perform generic computer functions (e.g.,
identifying, storing, analyzing, and displaying data). See DDR Holdings,
LLC v. Hotels.com, L.P., 773 F.3d 1245, 1256 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (“[A]fter
Alice, there can remain no doubt: recitation of generic computer limitations
does not make an otherwise ineligible claim patent-eligible.”).
Neither do these computer limitations qualify as applying the judicial
exception with “a particular machine,” because these components provide
their conventional functions and require no more than general-purpose
computer equipment. See MPEP § 2106.05(b); see also Ultramercial, Inc. v.
Hulu, LLC, 772 F.3d 709,716-17 (Fed. Cir. 2014); TLI Communications
LLC v. AV Automotive LLC, 823 F.3d 607, 613 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (explaining
that mere recitation of concrete or tangible components is not an inventive
concept). “In order for the addition of a machine to impose a meaningful
limit on the scope of a claim, it must play a significant part in permitting the
claimed method to be performed, rather than function solely as an obvious

10
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mechanism for permitting a solution to be achieved more quickly.” SiRF
Tech., Inc. v. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 601 F.3d 1319, 1333 (Fed. Cir. 2010).
In particular, the “computer program product, comprising a nontransitory computer usable medium having a computer readable program
code embodied therein, said computer readable program code adapted to be
executed” element is simply a generic recitation for claiming a computer
program stored on a tangible medium as an article of manufacture. The
requirement for execution “by a migration platform comprising at least one
server” is similarly generic. As Appellant’s Specification explains,
“migration” refers to the functionality for converting the recited bilateral
contract. See Spec. ¶ 65 (defining migration as “transmogrification,
conversion (e.g., re-couponing), and/or novation of an existing bilaterallynegotiated contract to a cleared contract.”). Thus, any server implementing
the recited method will constitute a “migration platform comprising at least
one server.” Accordingly, the extra elements of claim 19’s preamble simply
require a generic article of manufacture for storing software for execution by
a generic server.
The requirements for performing the receiving step “electronically, at
the migration platform via a first SFTP connection” and the providing step
“via a second SFTP connection” also do not meaningfully limit the
implementation of the abstract idea. “Electronically, at the migration
platform” is generic for the same reason discussed above for the “migration
platform” recitation in the preamble. Regarding the receiving and providing
via SFTP connections, we note Appellant’s Specification does not discuss
SFTP beyond merely stating it as a known mechanism for file transfer. See
Spec. ¶¶ 69–70, 77. While the use of SFTP is a specific limitation, artisans

11
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of ordinary skill would have understood prior to Appellant’s filing date that
SFTP is a basic, established technology for secure file transfer. See, e.g.,
CGQ; see also SSH File Transfer Protocol, Draft 00, Internet Engineering
Task Force (Jan. 9, 2001) (available at https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietfsecsh-filexfer-02 (last accessed December 26, 2019)). Using such a known
technique for secure exchange of contract documents does not amount to
implementing the judicial exception with a particular machine or
manufacture, effecting a particular transformation or reduction of an article,
or applying the judicial exception in some other meaningful way.
The extra elements that require performing the converting step
“utilizing a migration utility via an application programming interface
(API)” similarly do not integrate the judicial exception into a practical
application. Artisans of ordinary skill have long understood that APIs have
been in ubiquitous use for many decades as a basic mechanism for
developing and using software components. See, e.g., US 5,513,365 (Apr.
30, 1996) (referring to APIs as known in the discussion of background
technology). As with the use of SFTP, using an API for implementing the
functionality of the converting step does not amount to implementing the
judicial exception with a particular machine or manufacture, effecting a
particular transformation or reduction of an article, or applying the judicial
exception in some other meaningful way.
There is nothing about the combination of a server, SFTP for secure
file transfer, and use of an API beyond the individual benefits from each of
these technological requirements. There is no apparent synergy or other
benefit from combining these well-known technological features to carry out
the abstract idea. Instead, as Appellant’s Specification explains, the

12
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invention is directed to a need for “converting bilaterally negotiated
derivative contracts into standard contracts,” making them “easier to valuate,
net, and trade.” Spec. ¶ 5. In other words claim 19 is directed to a business
problem. Thus, we conclude claim 1 does not integrate the recited judicial
exception into a practical application and, accordingly, claim 1 is “directed
to” its recited judicial exception. Guidance, 84 Fed. Reg. at 53.
In view of the foregoing, Appellant’s contention that claim 19 is
patent eligible as “directed to an electronic clearing process that
automatically standardizes non-standard credit default swaps while
maintaining market value and risk” (Appeal Br. 16) is unpersuasive. First,
the argued feature of “maintaining market value and risk” comes from the
algorithm in the converting step, i.e., this benefit derives from the abstract
idea, not from the recited technology. Second, although certainly claim 19
requires providing the standardized contracts “to a clearing entity,” it is not
directed to an “electronic clearing process.” Claim 19 is directed to the
abstract idea of receiving a nonstandard credit default swap contract,
standardizing it, and then providing the standardized results.
Appellant also points to DDR Holdings, LLC v. Hotels.com, L.P., 773
F.3d 1245 (Fed. Cir. 2014), for the proposition that “the mere fact that a
business challenge may be addressed does not render a concept
unpatentable.” Reply Br. 3. Although certainly in DDR Holdings the patenteligible claim at issue addressed a business challenge, it did so because it
recited specific limitations to address a technological business challenge—
i.e., limitations particular to a composite web page based on a link activation
occurring at a remote computer—in order to address “a challenge particular
to the Internet.” DDR Holdings, 773 F.3d at 1257–58 (“We caution,

13
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however, that not all claims purporting to address Internet-centric challenges
are eligible for patent.”). Claim 19 includes no limitations analogous to those
of the claim in DDR Holdings, instead it simply recites, routine high level
technological limitations that amount to applying the abstract idea using
generic computer technology.
Accordingly, because the recited judicial exception is not integrated
into a practical application, the Examiner did not err in determining claim 1
is directed to an abstract idea. Thus, we proceed to step two of the Alice/
Mayo analysis (step 2B of the Guidance).
4. Alice/Mayo Step Two; Guidance Step 2B
In step two of the Alice/Mayo analysis, we consider whether there are
additional limitations that, individually or as an ordered combination, ensure
the claims amount to “significantly more” than the abstract idea. Alice, 573
U.S. at 217–18 (citing Mayo, 566 U.S. at 72–73, 77–79). As stated in the
Guidance, many of the considerations to determine whether the claims
amount to “significantly more” under step two of the Alice framework are
already considered as part of determining whether the judicial exception has
been integrated into a practical application. Guidance, 84 Fed. Reg. at 56.
Thus, at this point of our analysis, we determine if claim 19 adds a specific
limitation, or combination of limitations, that is not well-understood, routine,
conventional activity in the field; or whether, in addition to the recited
judicial exception, they recite only well-understood, routine, conventional
activities at a high level of generality. Id.
Here, beyond the limitations describing the abstract idea, claim 19
does not recite any limitations (or combination of limitations) that are not
well-understood, routine, and conventional. The Examiner finds, and we

14
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agree, that the additional limitations constitute use of technology that was
well known to those of ordinary skill prior to the invention. Non-Final 12–
13; see also Ans. 11–13. The disclosure in Appellant’s Specification of the
claimed technological features is at a generic level. See, e.g., Spec. ¶¶ 38–
40, 69–70, 77. There is no discussion of any special functionality or
considerations for a technological aspect of any technological component
recited in claim 19.
5. § 101 Conclusion
Accordingly, we sustain the § 101 rejection of claims 19, 22–24, 27,
29, 33, and 36.
The § 103 Rejection
In rejecting the independent claims as obvious, the Examiner finds,
inter alia,6 that Rio teaches standardizing contracts but that it does not teach
the recited algorithmic limitations for converting a nonstandard contract into
two standardized contracts. See Final Act. 16–18 (citing Rio ¶¶ 20–34, 84,
Figs. 1–5). The Examiner then finds that, in view of Rio, the Study Guide
(i.e., a textbook chapter on how to solve systems of linear equations and
inequalities) teaches
converting . . . the non-standard CDS contract into a first
standardized CDS contract and a second standardized CDS
contract, including i) assigning a first coupon rate to the first
standardized CDS contract and a second coupon rate to the
second standardized CDS contract, and ii) determining a first
notional amount for the first standardized CDS contract and a

6

We only discuss the Examiner’s findings and reasoning that provide the
basis for our determination of reversible error in the § 103 rejection of the
independent claims.
15
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second notional amount for the second standardized CDS
contract, such that
a sum of the first notional amount and the second
notional amount is equal to the initial notional amount,
and
a sum of the first notional amount multiplied by
the first coupon rate and the second notional amount
multiplied by the second coupon rate is equal to the
initial notional amount multiplied by the initial coupon
rate,
as recited in claim 19 (and as similarly recited in claims 24 and 33). See id.
(citing Study Guide 378–79).
Appellant contends the Examiner errs in relying on the Study Guide
for teaching or suggesting the algorithmic requirements of the converting
step, because “it assumes that the mere fact that a particular type of linear
operation was well known in a general sense means that one of ordinary skill
in the art would have been found it obvious to apply the operation when
converting non-standard instruments to standard instruments.” Appeal Br.
18; see also id. at 19 (contending that although “the general type of linear
operation was known and used in various other applications,” this “does not
suggest that one of ordinary skill in the relevant art would have thought to
implement it to convert a non-standard instrument to standardized
instruments that maintain the market value and risk level,” as recited).
The Examiner responds that
the application of a known general mathematical concept such
as basic linear algebra to a known mathematical problem is not
a novel invention. Applicant has not created the mathematical
process. Applicant has merely modified the expression of a
known mathematical process by ‘customizing the labels’ of the
variables to solve a basic mathematical problem that is known
in the field of endeavor.
16
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Ans. 14. The Examiner explains that, given Rio teaches financial products
that are “akin to” the nonstandard contract recited in claim 19, “one of
ordinary skill in the art would clearly recognize that this combination would
lead to a predictable result (i.e. a method of managing financial products
including a standardization process wherein the standardization process
includes a calculation of variable).” Id. (citing MPEP § 2144.05).
Appellant replies that the Examiner errs both in reasoning that the
algorithm recited in the claim 19’s converting step amounts to merely
“customizing the labels” (Ans. 14) and by determining the use of linear
algebra constitutes an “optimization” (i.e., as required by MPEP § 2144.05).
We agree with the Examiner that “the application of a known general
mathematical concept such as basic linear algebra to a known mathematical
problem is not a novel invention” (Ans. 14). We disagree, however, with the
Examiner’s characterization of claim 19 as “merely modif[ying] the
expression of a known mathematical process by ‘customizing the labels’ of
the variables to solve a basic mathematical problem that is known in the
field of endeavor” (id.). There is no finding in the record that identifies or
explains why the standardization algorithm of claim 19 for converting one
nonstandard contract into two standardized contracts constitutes a basic
mathematical problem that was known in the field of endeavor.
The MPEP section related to optimization also does not support the
Examiner’s rejection. MPEP § 2144.05 addresses “Obviousness of Similar
and Overlapping Ranges, Amounts, and Proportions,” including issues for
how “Routine Optimization” considerations can provide a basis for teaching
or suggesting an otherwise undisclosed value (i.e., for such ranges, amounts,
and proportions). Claim 19 converts a nonstandard CDS contract into a pair

17
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of standardized CDS contracts using an application of linear algebra, which
Appellant explains provides the benefit that “coupon and protection
consistency are preserved.” i.e., providing the utility of “maintain[ing] the
same market risk [as] the original non-standard [] contract.” Spec. ¶¶ 74, 75.
The Examiner does not identify any disclosure in Rio that teaches some
identifiable data (e.g., a variable or range) to optimize to achieve the
particular limitations of the algorithm in claim 19’s converting step. Thus,
the Examiner does not sufficiently articulate why an artisan of ordinary skill
would have chosen to use the particular standardization algorithm recited in
the converting step.
Accordingly, we do not sustain the rejection of independent claim 19.
For the same reason, we also do not sustain the rejection of independent
claims 24 and 33, which include commensurate disputed limitations and
stand rejected on the same basis. Because the rejection of the dependent
claims does not cure this deficiency, we also, therefore, do not sustain the
rejection of claims 22, 23, 27, 29, and 36.
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1. Introduction
This protocol provides secure file transfer (and more generally file
system access) functionality over a reliable data stream, such as a
channel in the SSH2 protocol [3].
This protocol is designed so that it could be used to implement a
secure remote file system service, as well as a secure file transfer
service.
This protocol assumes that it runs over a secure channel, and that
the server has already authenticated the user at the client end, and
that the identity of the client user is externally available to the
server implementation.
In general, this protocol follows a simple request-response model.
Each request and response contains a sequence number and multiple
requests may be pending simultaneously. There are a relatively large
number of different request messages, but a small number of possible
response messages. Each request has one or more response messages
that may be returned in result (e.g., a read either returns data or
reports error status).
The packet format descriptions in this specification follow the
notation presented in the secsh architecture draft.[3].
Even though this protocol is described in the context of the SSH2
protocol, this protocol is general and independent of the rest of the
SSH2 protocol suite. It could be used in a number of different
applications, such as secure file transfer over TLS RFC 2246 [1] and
transfer of management information in VPN applications.
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2. Use with the SSH Connection Protocol
When used with the SSH2 Protocol suite, this protocol is intended to
be used from the SSH Connection Protocol [5] as a subsystem, as
described in section ``Starting a Shell or a Command''. The
subsystem name used with this protocol is "sftp".
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3. General Packet Format
All packets transmitted over the secure connection are of the
following format:
uint32
byte
byte[length - 1]

length
type
data payload

That is, they are just data preceded by 32-bit length and 8-bit type
fields. The `length' is the length of the data area, and does not
include the `length' field itself. The format and interpretation of
the data area depends on the packet type.
All packet descriptions below only specify the packet type and the
data that goes into the data field. Thus, they should be prefixed by
the `length' and `type' fields.
The maximum size of a packet is in practice determined by the client
(the maximum size of read or write requests that it sends, plus a few
bytes of packet overhead). All servers SHOULD support packets of at
least 34000 bytes (where the packet size refers to the full length,
including the header above). This should allow for reads and writes
of at most 32768 bytes.
There is no limit on the number of outstanding (non-acknowledged)
requests that the client may send to the server. In practice this is
limited by the buffering available on the data stream and the queuing
performed by the server. If the server's queues are full, it should
not read any more data from the stream, and flow control will prevent
the client from sending more requests. Note, however, that while
there is no restriction on the protocol level, the client's API may
provide a limit in order to prevent infinite queuing of outgoing
requests at the client.
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The following values are defined for packet types.
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

SSH_FXP_INIT
SSH_FXP_VERSION
SSH_FXP_OPEN
SSH_FXP_CLOSE
SSH_FXP_READ
SSH_FXP_WRITE
SSH_FXP_LSTAT
SSH_FXP_FSTAT
SSH_FXP_SETSTAT
SSH_FXP_FSETSTAT
SSH_FXP_OPENDIR
SSH_FXP_READDIR
SSH_FXP_REMOVE
SSH_FXP_MKDIR
SSH_FXP_RMDIR
SSH_FXP_REALPATH
SSH_FXP_STAT
SSH_FXP_RENAME
SSH_FXP_READLINK
SSH_FXP_SYMLINK
SSH_FXP_STATUS
SSH_FXP_HANDLE
SSH_FXP_DATA
SSH_FXP_NAME
SSH_FXP_ATTRS
SSH_FXP_EXTENDED
SSH_FXP_EXTENDED_REPLY

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
101
102
103
104
105
200
201

Additional packet types should only be defined if the protocol
version number (see Section ``Protocol Initialization'') is
incremented, and their use MUST be negotiated using the version
number. However, the SSH_FXP_EXTENDED and SSH_FXP_EXTENDED_REPLY
packets can be used to implement vendor-specific extensions. See
Section ``Vendor-Specific-Extensions'' for more details.
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4. Protocol Initialization
When the file transfer protocol starts, it first sends a SSH_FXP_INIT
(including its version number) packet to the server. The server
responds with a SSH_FXP_VERSION packet, supplying the lowest of its
own and the client's version number. Both parties should from then
on adhere to particular version of the protocol.
The SSH_FXP_INIT packet (from client to server) has the following
data:
uint32 version
<extension data>
The SSH_FXP_VERSION packet (from server to client) has the following
data:
uint32 version
<extension data>
The version number of the protocol specified in this document is 3.
The version number should be incremented for each incompatible
revision of this protocol.
The extension data in the above packets may be empty, or may be a
sequence of
string extension_name
string extension_data
pairs (both strings MUST always be present if one is, but the
`extension_data' string may be of zero length). If present, these
strings indicate extensions to the baseline protocol. The
`extension_name' field(s) identify the name of the extension. The
name should be of the form "name@domain", where the domain is the DNS
domain name of the organization defining the extension. Additional
names that are not of this format may be defined later by the IETF.
Implementations MUST silently ignore any extensions whose name they
do not recognize.
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5. File Attributes
A new compound data type is defined for encoding file attributes. It
is basically just a combination of elementary types, but is defined
once because of the non-trivial description of the fields and to
ensure maintainability.
The same encoding is used both when returning file attributes from
the server and when sending file attributes to the server. When
sending it to the server, the flags field specifies which attributes
are included, and the server will use default values for the
remaining attributes (or will not modify the values of remaining
attributes). When receiving attributes from the server, the flags
specify which attributes are included in the returned data. The
server normally returns all attributes it knows about.
uint32
uint64
uint32
uint32
uint32
uint32
uint32
uint32
string
string
...

flags
size
present only if flag SSH_FILEXFER_ATTR_SIZE
uid
present only if flag SSH_FILEXFER_ATTR_UIDGID
gid
present only if flag SSH_FILEXFER_ATTR_UIDGID
permissions
present only if flag SSH_FILEXFER_ATTR_PERMISSIONS
atime
present only if flag SSH_FILEXFER_ACMODTIME
mtime
present only if flag SSH_FILEXFER_ACMODTIME
extended_count present only if flag SSH_FILEXFER_ATTR_EXTENDED
extended_type
extended_data
more extended data (extended_type - extended_data pairs),
so that number of pairs equals extended_count

The `flags' specify which of the fields are present. Those fields
for which the corresponding flag is not set are not present (not
included in the packet). New flags can only be added by incrementing
the protocol version number (or by using the extension mechanism
described below).
The `size' field specifies the size of the file in bytes.
The `uid' and `gid' fields contain numeric Unix-like user and group
identifiers, respectively.
The `permissions' field contains a bit mask of file permissions as
defined by posix [1].
The `atime' and `mtime' contain the access and modification times of
the files, respectively. They are represented as seconds from Jan 1,
1970 in UTC.
The SSH_FILEXFER_ATTR_EXTENDED flag provides a general extension
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mechanism for vendor-specific extensions. If the flag is specified,
then the `extended_count' field is present. It specifies the number
of extended_type-extended_data pairs that follow. Each of these
pairs specifies an extended attribute. For each of the attributes,
the extended_type field should be a string of the format
"name@domain", where "domain" is a valid, registered domain name and
"name" identifies the method. The IETF may later standardize certain
names that deviate from this format (e.g., that do not contain the
"@" sign). The interpretation of `extended_data' depends on the
type. Implementations SHOULD ignore extended data fields that they
do not understand.
Additional fields can be added to the attributes by either defining
additional bits to the flags field to indicate their presence, or by
defining extended attributes for them. The extended attributes
mechanism is recommended for most purposes; additional flags bits
should only be defined by an IETF standards action that also
increments the protocol version number. The use of such new fields
MUST be negotiated by the version number in the protocol exchange.
It is a protocol error if a packet with unsupported protocol bits is
received.
The flags bits are defined to have the following values:
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

SSH_FILEXFER_ATTR_SIZE
SSH_FILEXFER_ATTR_UIDGID
SSH_FILEXFER_ATTR_PERMISSIONS
SSH_FILEXFER_ATTR_ACMODTIME
SSH_FILEXFER_ATTR_EXTENDED
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6. Requests From the Client to the Server
Requests from the client to the server represent the various file
system operations. Each request begins with an `id' field, which is
a 32-bit identifier identifying the request (selected by the client).
The same identifier will be returned in the response to the request.
One possible implementation of it is a monotonically increasing
request sequence number (modulo 2^32).
Many operations in the protocol operate on open files. The
SSH_FXP_OPEN request can return a file handle (which is an opaque
variable-length string) which may be used to access the file later
(e.g. in a read operation). The client MUST NOT send requests the
server with bogus or closed handles. However, the server MUST
perform adequate checks on the handle in order to avoid security
risks due to fabricated handles.
This design allows either stateful and stateless server
implementation, as well as an implementation which caches state
between requests but may also flush it. The contents of the file
handle string are entirely up to the server and its design. The
client should not modify or attempt to interpret the file handle
strings.
The file handle strings MUST NOT be longer than 256 bytes.
6.1 Request Synchronization and Reordering
The protocol and implementations MUST process requests relating to
the same file in the order in which they are received. In other
words, if an application submits multiple requests to the server, the
results in the responses will be the same as if it had sent the
requests one at a time and waited for the response in each case. For
example, the server may process non-overlapping read/write requests
to the same file in parallel, but overlapping reads and writes cannot
be reordered or parallelized. However, there are no ordering
restrictions on the server for processing requests from two different
file transfer connections. The server may interleave and parallelize
them at will.
There are no restrictions on the order in which responses to
outstanding requests are delivered to the client, except that the
server must ensure fairness in the sense that processing of no
request will be indefinitely delayed even if the client is sending
other requests so that there are multiple outstanding requests all
the time.
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6.2 File Names
This protocol represents file names as strings. File names are
assumed to use the slash ('/') character as a directory separator.
File names starting with a slash are "absolute", and are relative to
the root of the file system. Names starting with any other character
are relative to the user's default directory (home directory). Note
that identifying the user is assumed to take place outside of this
protocol.
Servers SHOULD interpret a path name component ".." as referring to
the parent directory, and "." as referring to the current directory.
If the server implementation limits access to certain parts of the
file system, it must be extra careful in parsing file names when
enforcing such restrictions. There have been numerous reported
security bugs where a ".." in a path name has allowed access outside
the intended area.
An empty path name is valid, and it refers to the user's default
directory (usually the user's home directory).
Otherwise, no syntax is defined for file names by this specification.
Clients should not make any other assumptions; however, they can
splice path name components returned by SSH_FXP_READDIR together
using a slash ('/') as the separator, and that will work as expected.
It is understood that the lack of well-defined semantics for file
names may cause interoperability problems between clients and servers
using radically different operating systems. However, this approach
is known to work acceptably with most systems, and alternative
approaches that e.g. treat file names as sequences of structured
components are quite complicated.
6.3 Opening, Creating, and Closing Files
Files are opened and created using the SSH_FXP_OPEN message, whose
data part is as follows:
uint32
string
uint32
ATTRS

id
filename
pflags
attrs

The `id' field is the request identifier as for all requests.
The `filename' field specifies the file name.
Names'' for more information.
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#define
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#define
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#define
#define

SSH_FXF_READ
SSH_FXF_WRITE
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SSH_FXF_CREAT
SSH_FXF_TRUNC
SSH_FXF_EXCL

October 2001

The following bits have been
0x00000001
0x00000002
0x00000004
0x00000008
0x00000010
0x00000020

These have the following meanings:
SSH_FXF_READ
Open the file for reading.
SSH_FXF_WRITE
Open the file for writing. If both this and SSH_FXF_READ are
specified, the file is opened for both reading and writing.
SSH_FXF_APPEND
Force all writes to append data at the end of the file.
SSH_FXF_CREAT
If this flag is specified, then a new file will be created if one
does not already exist (if O_TRUNC is specified, the new file will
be truncated to zero length if it previously exists).
SSH_FXF_TRUNC
Forces an existing file with the same name to be truncated to zero
length when creating a file by specifying SSH_FXF_CREAT.
SSH_FXF_CREAT MUST also be specified if this flag is used.
SSH_FXF_EXCL
Causes the request to fail if the named file already exists.
SSH_FXF_CREAT MUST also be specified if this flag is used.
The `attrs' field specifies the initial attributes for the file.
Default values will be used for those attributes that are not
specified. See Section ``File Attributes'' for more information.
Regardless the server operating system, the file will always be
opened in "binary" mode (i.e., no translations between different
character sets and newline encodings).
The response to this message will be either SSH_FXP_HANDLE (if the
operation is successful) or SSH_FXP_STATUS (if the operation fails).
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Its data field

id
handle

where `id' is the request identifier, and `handle' is a handle
previously returned in the response to SSH_FXP_OPEN or
SSH_FXP_OPENDIR. The handle becomes invalid immediately after this
request has been sent.
The response to this request will be a SSH_FXP_STATUS message. One
should note that on some server platforms even a close can fail.
This can happen e.g. if the server operating system caches writes,
and an error occurs while flushing cached writes during the close.
6.4 Reading and Writing
Once a file has been opened, it can be read using the SSH_FXP_READ
message, which has the following format:
uint32
string
uint64
uint32

id
handle
offset
len

where `id' is the request identifier, `handle' is an open file handle
returned by SSH_FXP_OPEN, `offset' is the offset (in bytes) relative
to the beginning of the file from where to start reading, and `len'
is the maximum number of bytes to read.
In response to this request, the server will read as many bytes as it
can from the file (up to `len'), and return them in a SSH_FXP_DATA
message. If an error occurs or EOF is encountered before reading any
data, the server will respond with SSH_FXP_STATUS. For normal disk
files, it is guaranteed that this will read the specified number of
bytes, or up to end of file. For e.g. device files this may return
fewer bytes than requested.
Writing to a file is achieved using the SSH_FXP_WRITE message, which
has the following format:
uint32
string
uint64
string

id
handle
offset
data

where `id' is a request identifier, `handle' is a file handle
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returned by SSH_FXP_OPEN, `offset' is the offset (in bytes) from the
beginning of the file where to start writing, and `data' is the data
to be written.
The write will extend the file if writing beyond the end of the file.
It is legal to write way beyond the end of the file; the semantics
are to write zeroes from the end of the file to the specified offset
and then the data. On most operating systems, such writes do not
allocate disk space but instead leave "holes" in the file.
The server responds to a write request with a SSH_FXP_STATUS message.
6.5 Removing and Renaming Files
Files can be removed using the SSH_FXP_REMOVE message.
following format:
uint32
string

It has the

id
filename

where `id' is the request identifier and `filename' is the name of
the file to be removed. See Section ``File Names'' for more
information. This request cannot be used to remove directories.
The server will respond to this request with a SSH_FXP_STATUS
message.
Files (and directories) can be renamed using the SSH_FXP_RENAME
message. Its data is as follows:
uint32
string
string

id
oldpath
newpath

where `id' is the request identifier, `oldpath' is the name of an
existing file or directory, and `newpath' is the new name for the
file or directory. It is an error if there already exists a file
with the name specified by newpath. The server may also fail rename
requests in other situations, for example if `oldpath' and `newpath'
point to different file systems on the server.
The server will respond to this request with a SSH_FXP_STATUS
message.
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6.6 Creating and Deleting Directories
New directories can be created using the SSH_FXP_MKDIR request.
has the following format:
uint32
string
ATTRS

It

id
path
attrs

where `id' is the request identifier, `path' and `attrs' specifies
the modifications to be made to its attributes. See Section ``File
Names'' for more information on file names. Attributes are discussed
in more detail in Section ``File Attributes''. specifies the
directory to be created. An error will be returned if a file or
directory with the specified path already exists. The server will
respond to this request with a SSH_FXP_STATUS message.
Directories can be removed using the SSH_FXP_RMDIR request, which
has the following format:
uint32
string

id
path

where `id' is the request identifier, and `path' specifies the
directory to be removed. See Section ``File Names'' for more
information on file names. An error will be returned if no directory
with the specified path exists, or if the specified directory is not
empty, or if the path specified a file system object other than a
directory. The server responds to this request with a SSH_FXP_STATUS
message.
6.7 Scanning Directories
The files in a directory can be listed using the SSH_FXP_OPENDIR and
SSH_FXP_READDIR requests. Each SSH_FXP_READDIR request returns one
or more file names with full file attributes for each file. The
client should call SSH_FXP_READDIR repeatedly until it has found the
file it is looking for or until the server responds with a
SSH_FXP_STATUS message indicating an error (normally SSH_FX_EOF if
there are no more files in the directory). The client should then
close the handle using the SSH_FXP_CLOSE request.
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The SSH_FXP_OPENDIR opens a directory for reading.
following format:
uint32
string

October 2001
It has the

id
path

where `id' is the request identifier and `path' is the path name of
the directory to be listed (without any trailing slash). See Section
``File Names'' for more information on file names. This will return
an error if the path does not specify a directory or if the directory
is not readable. The server will respond to this request with either
a SSH_FXP_HANDLE or a SSH_FXP_STATUS message.
Once the directory has been successfully opened, files (and
directories) contained in it can be listed using SSH_FXP_READDIR
requests. These are of the format
uint32
string

id
handle

where `id' is the request identifier, and `handle' is a handle
returned by SSH_FXP_OPENDIR. (It is a protocol error to attempt to
use an ordinary file handle returned by SSH_FXP_OPEN.)
The server responds to this request with either a SSH_FXP_NAME or a
SSH_FXP_STATUS message. One or more names may be returned at a time.
Full status information is returned for each name in order to speed
up typical directory listings.
When the client no longer wishes to read more names from the
directory, it SHOULD call SSH_FXP_CLOSE for the handle. The handle
should be closed regardless of whether an error has occurred or not.
6.8 Retrieving File Attributes
Very often, file attributes are automatically returned by
SSH_FXP_READDIR. However, sometimes there is need to specifically
retrieve the attributes for a named file. This can be done using the
SSH_FXP_STAT, SSH_FXP_LSTAT and SSH_FXP_FSTAT requests.
SSH_FXP_STAT and SSH_FXP_LSTAT only differ in that SSH_FXP_STAT
follows symbolic links on the server, whereas SSH_FXP_LSTAT does not
follow symbolic links. Both have the same format:
uint32
string

id
path

where `id' is the request identifier, and `path' specifies the file
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system object for which status is to be returned. The server
responds to this request with either SSH_FXP_ATTRS or SSH_FXP_STATUS.
SSH_FXP_FSTAT differs from the others in that it returns status
information for an open file (identified by the file handle). Its
format is as follows:
uint32
string

id
handle

where `id' is the request identifier and `handle' is a file handle
returned by SSH_FXP_OPEN. The server responds to this request with
SSH_FXP_ATTRS or SSH_FXP_STATUS.
6.9 Setting File Attributes
File attributes may be modified using the SSH_FXP_SETSTAT and
SSH_FXP_FSETSTAT requests. These requests are used for operations
such as changing the ownership, permissions or access times, as well
as for truncating a file.
The SSH_FXP_SETSTAT request is of the following format:
uint32
string
ATTRS

id
path
attrs

where `id' is the request identifier, `path' specifies the file
system object (e.g. file or directory) whose attributes are to be
modified, and `attrs' specifies the modifications to be made to its
attributes. Attributes are discussed in more detail in Section
``File Attributes''.
An error will be returned if the specified file system object does
not exist or the user does not have sufficient rights to modify the
specified attributes. The server responds to this request with a
SSH_FXP_STATUS message.
The SSH_FXP_FSETSTAT request modifies the attributes of a file which
is already open. It has the following format:
uint32
string
ATTRS

id
handle
attrs

where `id' is the request identifier, `handle' (MUST be returned by
SSH_FXP_OPEN) identifies the file whose attributes are to be
modified, and `attrs' specifies the modifications to be made to its
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attributes. Attributes are discussed in more detail in Section
``File Attributes''. The server will respond to this request with
SSH_FXP_STATUS.
6.10 Dealing with Symbolic links
The SSH_FXP_READLINK request may be used to read the target of a
symbolic link. It would have a data part as follows:
uint32
string

id
path

where `id' is the request identifier and `path' specifies the path
name of the symlink to be read.
The server will respond with a SSH_FXP_NAME packet containing only
one name and a dummy attributes value. The name in the returned
packet contains the target of the link. If an error occurs, the
server may respond with SSH_FXP_STATUS.
The SSH_FXP_SYMLINK request will create a symbolic link on the
server. It is of the following format
uint32
string
string

id
linkpath
targetpath

where `id' is the request identifier, `linkpath' specifies the path
name of the symlink to be created and `targetpath' specifies the
target of the symlink. The server shall respond with a
SSH_FXP_STATUS indicating either success (SSH_FX_OK) or an error
condition.
6.11 Canonicalizing the Server-Side Path Name
The SSH_FXP_REALPATH request can be used to have the server
canonicalize any given path name to an absolute path. This is useful
for converting path names containing ".." components or relative
pathnames without a leading slash into absolute paths. The format of
the request is as follows:
uint32
string

id
path

where `id' is the request identifier and `path' specifies the path
name to be canonicalized. The server will respond with a
SSH_FXP_NAME packet containing only one name and a dummy attributes
value. The name is the returned packet will be in canonical form.
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If an error occurs, the server may also respond with SSH_FXP_STATUS.
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7. Responses from the Server to the Client
The server responds to the client using one of a few response
packets. All requests can return a SSH_FXP_STATUS response upon
failure. When the operation is successful, any of the responses may
be returned (depending on the operation). If no data needs to be
returned to the client, the SSH_FXP_STATUS response with SSH_FX_OK
status is appropriate. Otherwise, the SSH_FXP_HANDLE message is used
to return a file handle (for SSH_FXP_OPEN and SSH_FXP_OPENDIR
requests), SSH_FXP_DATA is used to return data from SSH_FXP_READ,
SSH_FXP_NAME is used to return one or more file names from a
SSH_FXP_READDIR or SSH_FXP_REALPATH request, and SSH_FXP_ATTRS is
used to return file attributes from SSH_FXP_STAT, SSH_FXP_LSTAT, and
SSH_FXP_FSTAT requests.
Exactly one response will be returned for each request. Each
response packet contains a request identifier which can be used to
match each response with the corresponding request. Note that it is
legal to have several requests outstanding simultaneously, and the
server is allowed to send responses to them in a different order from
the order in which the requests were sent (the result of their
execution, however, is guaranteed to be as if they had been processed
one at a time in the order in which the requests were sent).
Response packets are of the same general format as request packets.
Each response packet begins with the request identifier.
The format of the data portion of the SSH_FXP_STATUS response is as
follows:
uint32
uint32
string
string

id
error/status code
error message (ISO-10646 UTF-8 [RFC-2279])
language tag (as defined in [RFC-1766])

where `id' is the request identifier, and `error/status code'
indicates the result of the requested operation. The value SSH_FX_OK
indicates success, and all other values indicate failure.
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Currently, the following values are defined (other values may be
defined by future versions of this protocol):
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

SSH_FX_OK
SSH_FX_EOF
SSH_FX_NO_SUCH_FILE
SSH_FX_PERMISSION_DENIED
SSH_FX_FAILURE
SSH_FX_BAD_MESSAGE
SSH_FX_NO_CONNECTION
SSH_FX_CONNECTION_LOST
SSH_FX_OP_UNSUPPORTED

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SSH_FX_OK
Indicates successful completion of the operation.
SSH_FX_EOF
indicates end-of-file condition; for SSH_FX_READ it means that no
more data is available in the file, and for SSH_FX_READDIR it
indicates that no more files are contained in the directory.
SSH_FX_NO_SUCH_FILE
is returned when a reference is made to a file which should exist
but doesn't.
SSH_FX_PERMISSION_DENIED
is returned when the authenticated user does not have sufficient
permissions to perform the operation.
SSH_FX_FAILURE
is a generic catch-all error message; it should be returned if an
error occurs for which there is no more specific error code
defined.
SSH_FX_BAD_MESSAGE
may be returned if a badly formatted packet or protocol
incompatibility is detected.
SSH_FX_NO_CONNECTION
is a pseudo-error which indicates that the client has no
connection to the server (it can only be generated locally by the
client, and MUST NOT be returned by servers).
SSH_FX_CONNECTION_LOST
is a pseudo-error which indicates that the connection to the
server has been lost (it can only be generated locally by the
client, and MUST NOT be returned by servers).
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SSH_FX_OP_UNSUPPORTED
indicates that an attempt was made to perform an operation which
is not supported for the server (it may be generated locally by
the client if e.g. the version number exchange indicates that a
required feature is not supported by the server, or it may be
returned by the server if the server does not implement an
operation).
The SSH_FXP_HANDLE response has the following format:
uint32
string

id
handle

where `id' is the request identifier, and `handle' is an arbitrary
string that identifies an open file or directory on the server. The
handle is opaque to the client; the client MUST NOT attempt to
interpret or modify it in any way. The length of the handle string
MUST NOT exceed 256 data bytes.
The SSH_FXP_DATA response has the following format:
uint32
string

id
data

where `id' is the request identifier, and `data' is an arbitrary byte
string containing the requested data. The data string may be at most
the number of bytes requested in a SSH_FXP_READ request, but may also
be shorter if end of file is reached or if the read is from something
other than a regular file.
The SSH_FXP_NAME response has the following format:
uint32
id
uint32
count
repeats count times:
string
filename
string
longname
ATTRS
attrs
where `id' is the request identifier, `count' is the number of names
returned in this response, and the remaining fields repeat `count'
times (so that all three fields are first included for the first
file, then for the second file, etc). In the repeated part,
`filename' is a file name being returned (for SSH_FXP_READDIR, it
will be a relative name within the directory, without any path
components; for SSH_FXP_REALPATH it will be an absolute path name),
`longname' is an expanded format for the file name, similar to what
is returned by "ls -l" on Unix systems, and `attrs' is the attributes
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of the file as described in Section ``File Attributes''.
The format of the `longname' field is unspecified by this protocol.
It MUST be suitable for use in the output of a directory listing
command (in fact, the recommended operation for a directory listing
command is to simply display this data). However, clients SHOULD NOT
attempt to parse the longname field for file attributes; they SHOULD
use the attrs field instead.
The recommended format for the longname field is as follows:
-rwxr-xr-x
1 mjos
staff
348911 Mar 25 14:29 t-filexfer
1234567890 123 12345678 12345678 12345678 123456789012
Here, the first line is sample output, and the second field indicates
widths of the various fields. Fields are separated by spaces. The
first field lists file permissions for user, group, and others; the
second field is link count; the third field is the name of the user
who owns the file; the fourth field is the name of the group that
owns the file; the fifth field is the size of the file in bytes; the
sixth field (which actually may contain spaces, but is fixed to 12
characters) is the file modification time, and the seventh field is
the file name. Each field is specified to be a minimum of certain
number of character positions (indicated by the second line above),
but may also be longer if the data does not fit in the specified
length.
The SSH_FXP_ATTRS response has the following format:
uint32
ATTRS

id
attrs

where `id' is the request identifier, and `attrs' is the returned
file attributes as described in Section ``File Attributes''.
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8. Vendor-Specific Extensions
The SSH_FXP_EXTENDED request provides a generic extension mechanism
for adding vendor-specific commands. The request has the following
format:
uint32
id
string
extended-request
... any request-specific data ...
where `id' is the request identifier, and `extended-request' is a
string of the format "name@domain", where domain is an internet
domain name of the vendor defining the request. The rest of the
request is completely vendor-specific, and servers should only
attempt to interpret it if they recognize the `extended-request'
name.
The server may respond to such requests using any of the response
packets defined in Section ``Responses from the Server to the
Client''. Additionally, the server may also respond with a
SSH_FXP_EXTENDED_REPLY packet, as defined below. If the server does
not recognize the `extended-request' name, then the server MUST
respond with SSH_FXP_STATUS with error/status set to
SSH_FX_OP_UNSUPPORTED.
The SSH_FXP_EXTENDED_REPLY packet can be used to carry arbitrary
extension-specific data from the server to the client. It is of the
following format:
uint32
id
... any request-specific data ...
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9. Security Considerations
This protocol assumes that it is run over a secure channel and that
the endpoints of the channel have been authenticated. Thus, this
protocol assumes that it is externally protected from network-level
attacks.
This protocol provides file system access to arbitrary files on the
server (only constrained by the server implementation). It is the
responsibility of the server implementation to enforce any access
controls that may be required to limit the access allowed for any
particular user (the user being authenticated externally to this
protocol, typically using the SSH User Authentication Protocol [6].
Care must be taken in the server implementation to check the validity
of received file handle strings. The server should not rely on them
directly; it MUST check the validity of each handle before relying on
it.
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10. Changes from previous protocol versions
The SSH File Transfer Protocol has changed over time, before it's
standardization. The following is a description of the incompatible
changes between different versions.
10.1 Changes between versions 3 and 2
o

The SSH_FXP_READLINK and SSH_FXP_SYMLINK messages were added.

o

The SSH_FXP_EXTENDED and SSH_FXP_EXTENDED_REPLY messages were
added.

o

The SSH_FXP_STATUS message was changed to include fields `error
message' and `language tag'.

10.2 Changes between versions 2 and 1
o

The SSH_FXP_RENAME message was added.

10.3 Changes between versions 1 and 0
o

Implementation changes, no actual protocol changes.
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11. Trademark Issues
"ssh" is a registered trademark of SSH Communications Security Corp
in the United States and/or other countries.
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